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Science of Breath: Notes from Jaime 
 
The information on pranayama in our training program is based on the teachings of Sri Swami 
Rama, the heart of which is contained in the extraordinary text SCIENCE OF BREATH. Main 
concepts from and related to this text that form the basis of our theoretical and practical work are 
noted below. Rama, Swami, Ballentine, Rudolph, Hymes, Alan. SCIENCE OF BREATH: A PRACTICAL 
GUIDE. Himalayan Institute Press, Honesdale, PA, [1979] 1998.  
 
A primary vision of life forms from yogic literature expresses them as pure consciousness 
surrounded by koshas or sheaths. Primarily from Sankhya Philosophy pure consciousness at the 
center or being, purusha, is surrounded by sheaths or layerings of prakriti or matter. These layers 
are called koshas.  
 
Innermost to outermost sheaths: 

• Ananda maya kosha – blissful sheath 
• Jnana maya kosha – intuitive sheath 
• Mano maya kosha – practical mental sheath 
• Prana maya kosha – energetic sheath or vital body 
• Anna maya kosha – food body sheath 

 
As illustrated by the kosha diagram the breath is the bridge or link between the mind and the 
body. Yet in the west the breath or pranic sheath is mostly neglected. The rate and rhythm of the 
breath would not only effect the body, the mind and emotion, but also be affected by them. 
 
prana – pra – first unit, na –smallest unit of energy. Prana refers to life force, life energy, the 
atomic or primal germinal flow of energy. In yoga science prana drives the ten indriyas/faculties. 
The first five are the karmendriyas or instruments of actions. They are: 

• elimination 
• procreation 
• motion 
• grasping  
• speaking 

The other five are the jnanendriyas or cognitive senses. They are: 
• smelling 
• tasting 
• seeing 
• touching 
• hearing 

These ten faculties operate through the charkas receiving their power from prana. 
 
At any moment energy patterns are flowing and taking different forms in wave-like patterns of 
flux. Ancient yogic literature espouses intricate descriptions of the pathways, channels and flows 
of energy within the body. In this literature the pranic shealth has a complex anatomy of nadis, 
or channels in which the prana flows. Many variables have an impact on the flow of energy in 
the body at any one moment. But the single most constant factor is respiration. The rate as well 
as the volume of breath directly impacts the body’s energy metabolism.  
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Adapted from SCIENCE OF BREATH (p.11-12)  
 
Breathing brings in the oxygen for consumption and energy exchange. Its rate and rhythm, its course and 
depth of flow, all have an effect on the way the body is energized. With each breath, energy flows through 
the body in waves, and this flow of breath is constantly shaping and restructuring that pattern of energy, 
which comprises the pranic body.  If we look at physiology from this point of view we realize that the 
material body, which we have tended up until this time to regard as primary is in fact, secondary. Its 
existence is based on something more fundamental than itself. The flow of energy creates and sustains the 
tissues of the body, and if the energy pattern is sufficiently changed, then the physical body will change. 
This could be for better or worse. The physical body is nothing more than a crystallization around the 
energy that underlies it. 
 
Breathing patterns are very personal and well integrated into the very fabric of our way of being in 
the world. So even though some changes are made, breathing habits are often very well established. 
However when someone sits down and works to manipulate the breath under proper guidance on a 
regular basis, that person will gradually see changes in the way his/her body functions, and in some 
cases, appears. This also happens when someone experiences a life event that shifts the energy. 
Someone may gray almost overnight, lose weight, appear very different. If energy diminishes too 
much, illness or even death will occur.  
  
Breathing is the only physiological process that can be either voluntarily or involuntarily controlled. “Conscious 
breathing” is attending to the rate and rhythm of the breath cycle, not allowing the breath to become haphazard and 
irregular with lack of conscious awareness and control. 
 
Pranayama is called the science of breath, but it is more than that. It is the science of controlling 
life energy!  
 
On pages 93-94, there is the story of a king’s minister who was wrongly confined to a tower. He 
asked his wife to bring him a beetle, some honey, a silken thread, string, some twine and a long 
rope. He then asked her to smear the beetles horns with honey and tie the silken thread to it and 
point it in the direction of the top of the tower where he was. Once the beetle ascended to him, 
his wife tied the string, then the twine and finally to rope on and the minister was able to climb 
down the rope to freedom! In the body the breath is the silken thread, which we use to grasp the 
string of the nerve impulses, from these the twine of our thoughts, and finally the rope of prana! 
(to freedom!) 
 
Pranayama commonly refers to energetic exercises that involve breathing. Prana refers to this 
life energy while yama can mean control. So pranayama can mean breath control. But also 
ayama means extension, expansion, so that pranayama also means life extension, the implication 
of which is longevity. 
 
In terms of energy-body anatomy, we will consider two main ways of thinking about the flow of 
energy. The pranas or vayus, and the nadis. If you consider currents in ocean water then you 
have a way of understanding the flows of prana in the body. As larger major currents of flow, 
prana divides itself into five main currents which are the major pranas. At the same time, there 
are thousands of smaller currents with differing patterns of flow, these are the nadis. The five 
main currents contain the thousands of smaller currents. 
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The Five Major Pranas: 
1. Udana – operates from the larynx upward, it drives exhalation and in conjunction with 

prana vayu drives inhalation also. It can be considered to function (with prana vayu) 
when verbal and intellectual expression are of importance. 

2. Prana – larynx down to base of heart, respiratory system, muscles of breathing, speech, 
vocal apparatus. Intension initiated from the heart as vital action from the Self. Is often 
considered to flow upwards.  

3. Samana – heart down to navel, and actions from the navel center, like integration of body 
movement with intension. Deals with digestive and metabolic activities, and allows for 
metnal discrimination between useful and not useful thoughts, words and deeds. 

4. Apana – navel down, is considered downward flowing. Deals with elimination from 
kidneys, colon, rectum, bladder, and birthing from uterus and vagina. Deals with 
throwing off what is no longer relevant. 

5. Vyana – moves throughout the entire body with no particular center it is a coordinating 
energy, and deals with circulation, relaxation, control of muscles and joint actions, and 
overseeing coordinated energy through all the various aspects of the subtle body. 

 
The main pathways are called nadis – energetic pathways, or “rivers” of which there are three 
main ones. There are 72,000 nadis or subtle energy channels in the body. The three main nadis 
are: 
pingala – terminates at right nostril – heating – surya/sun 
ida – terminates at left nostril – cooling – chandra/moon 
sushumna – central channel splits sagittally then meets at brain ventricles  

    at the base of the brain. One can refer also to the hard palate as a teaching 
    reference point. This is the brahmaranda, the location of balancing energy and 
     roughly corresponds to the Ajna Chakra. The state of energetic balance here is  
     called sandhya, balanced or “joyful mind.” 

 
The junctions where the ida, pingala, shushumna nadis intersect the spinal column from its base 
to the top of the head are energetic centers called, chakras or wheels. Nadis radiate out of these 
energetic hubs to other body areas. 
 
The 7 Main Chakras (FROM BOTTOM TO TOP) 
1. Muladhara Chakra – pelvic plexus at base of spine 
2. Svadhisthana Chakra – hypogastric plexus in center of pelvis 
3. Manipura Chakra – at solar plexus near stomach area 
4. Anahata Chakra – at cardiac plexus at the heart 
5. Vishuddha Chakra – at pharangeal plexus in center of the throat 
6. Ajna Chakra – at nasociliary plexus between and above eyebrows 
7. Sahasrara Chakra – at top of head 
 
Chakras are subtle energetic counterparts of nerves and plexuses. Chakras are located in 
the subtle body or sukshma sharira. The term, Kundalini refers to latent stored energy at base 
of spine. Kundalini yoga is the science of systematically moving this energy upward. 
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Nervous System Organization: 
 
I. Central Nervous System  II. Peripheral Nervous System 
 

A. Brain  A. Somatic Nervous System – 12 prs. of cranial nerves, 
 spinal nerves  and branches 

 
B. Spinal Cord        B. Autonomic Nervous System  
                 1. Sympathetic Division 
                 2. Parasympathetic Division 

 
Autonomic Nervous System – controls involuntary processes such as digestion, heart rate and 
breathing. (Smooth muscles, specialized cardiac muscles, skin, glands, viscera) 
 
The sympathetic division – is concerned with degrees of fight or flight reactions (pupil dilation, 
heart rate, respiratory rate, blood flow to brain and skeletal muscles, etc.) It prepares the body to 
fight or flee. It is organized into two ganglionic rows on both sides of the spinal column, 
branches of which spread to different glands and viscera and skin. 
 
The parasympathetic division – is concerned with ‘vegetative’ functioning, i.e. secretion of 
mucus, digestion and peristalsis, glandular secretions, bladder activity.  
 
The 10th cranial nerve is called the vagus or “wandering” nerve. It comes from the brain down 
the spinal cord and through the neck,, chest and abdomen, ending at the solar plexus with 
filaments continuing into the lower torso.  
 
The sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions of the autonomic nervous system work in 
coordination to achieve dynamic homeostasis throughout the body. 
 
Respiration and the Mechanics of Breathing 
 
Respiration takes place at the level of the lungs and at the cellular level. The burning of fuel 
takes place within the cells in a structure called the mitochondria. The energy storage molecules 
are called ATP (adenosine triphosphate.)  
 
A change in any of the body parts involved in air/oxygen supply could potentially alter the 
course of energy production within the entire body. These parts include: nose, trachea, lungs, 
circulatory system, and muscles that facilitate breathing.  
 
WHEN WORKING WITH VITALITY, ATTENTION TO THESE BODY PARTS WILL 
IMPROVE FUNCTIONING. 
 
The Pulmonary (Lungs) and Circulatory (Heart) Systems 
 
The pathway of Air into the Bloodstream 
The air passes in the nose, through the trachea (windpipe), to bronchi (branches), to bronchioles 
(smaller branches), to alveoli (air sacs.) Then it passes through the cell walls of the alveoli into 
the capillary beds surrounding the alveoli.  
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Once in the capillaries, oxygen is transported primarily through hemoglobin, a molecule within 
red blood cells. (Four protein chains surrounding an iron atom. The iron attracts the oxygen to it 
for transport.) Once attached to the hemoglobin the oxygen travels through the arterial system, 
exiting the left side of the pumping heart, to be delivered to individual cells for use in energy 
combustion. At the delivery point again the red blood cells are transferred through the cell walls 
of whatever tissue is being supplied (muscle, nerve, etc.) and gas exchange takes place. Oxygen 
is released into the cell and carbon dioxide is taken on by the red blood cell to be transported 
back to the right side of the heart through the veins.   
 
Blood is not evenly distributed in the lungs, being gravity-dependent in the upright position there 
is more blood in the lower aspects of the lungs than in the upper. The free flow of air is greater 
into and out of the upper aspects of the lungs. EFFICIENCY is dependent on how we breathe! 
 
The diaphragm in its resting state billows upward like a dome. Air flows into the lungs when the 
structures around them expand and pull them into expansion. The lungs are basically passive. 
The diaphragm pulls down on them through the effect of the plural sheaths that cover both the 
lungs and the diaphragm. The lubricant or pleural fluid between allows the motion to glide. 
Within the alveoli is a protein-containing fluid called surfactant that coats them and keeps them 
moist. The surface tension of the surfactant provides elasticity to the alveoli and it is actually this 
surface tension that allows the lungs to recoil reshaping into their original size.  
 
Three actions increase volume of chest cavity in inhalation: 
 1. extend diaphragm downward as in DIAPHRAGMATIC BREATHING 
 2. expand chest walls outward as in THORACIC OR CHEST BREATHING 
 3. move top of chest upward as in CLAVICULAR BREATHING 
 
These actions can be done is any number of complete or partial combinations. 
 
Yogic Complete Breath  
Coordinate all three actions in breathing taking in a maximum breath. This practice is done as a 
cleansing and awareness practice and is not ‘the way’ one is instructed to breathe normally or 
during yoga practice! 
 
Inhalation: 
1. Begin inhaling by using the diaphragm 
2. Continue inhaling by using the chest to expand 
3. Continue inhaling by raising the clavicles (expanding the upper tips of the lungs.) 
 
Exhalation: 
1. Begin exhaling by lowering the clavicles  
2. Continue exhaling by relaxing the chest  
3. Continue exhaling by relaxing the diaphragm. 
 
Paradoxical Breathing is the combination of expanding the chest while simultaneously 
contracting the abdominals which pushes the diaphragm up into the chest cavity. It is a fight 
flight reaction that becomes habitual or is learned in relation to body styles or parental modeling. 
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Quality of Breath Flow  
 
Optimal Breath Should be: 
1. Diaphragmatic/ Deep 
2. Even – inhale and exhale the same length in time 
3. Without pause and smooth –without jerks or acceleration/deceleration 
4. Nasal 
5. Without sound 
 
Nasal Function 
The main functions of the nose are that it filters, warms, smells, creates mucus, drains sinuses, 
affects the nervous system. 
 
The “three-story” structure of the face  

TOP FLOOR   the brain, eyes and options nerves 
 
MIDDLE FLOOR the nasal cavity 
 
BOTTOM FLOOR the mouth 
 

The turbinates are seashell like bulges in the nose. They stir the air as it passes through the nose 
cleaning it and warming it. 
 
The mucus blanket covers the entire route of air into and out of the lungs. Moved by cilia, small 
hair-like motile structures.  Mucus is a secretion that lubricates and moisturizes the tissues, but 
an also act as an excretion that helps eliminate waste when the body’s cleansing mechanisms 
[lungs, skin, bowels, bladder, menses] are impaired or over-taxed.  
 
Jala Neti or Neti Wash (Nasal Wash) 
 
Neti Pot, Saline Solution (@1/4 to ½ teaspoon of warm water)  
 
Laterality is an important aspect of the science of breath. Erectile tissue is located under the 
mucus membranes and is a thick layer of tissue in the nose. It can fill with large quantities of 
blood (engorge) and usually does some alternating between left and right nostril every hour and 
½ to 2 hours. This rhythm of unperturbed alternating breath flow is called infradian rhythm. 
 
Right nostril open or dominance – activity, outward flowing attention, alertness. 
 
Left nostril open or dominance - passivity, inward flowing attention, quietness. 
 
The essence of svara yoga (From Page 70, Science of Breath:) 
 

In fact, research has shown that the flow of air touching the surface of various 
areas of the turbinates triggers neuronal responses that set up reflexes throughout 
the body. In other words, a specific current of air sends out ripples into both the 
lungs and the nervous system that affect the whole person. In the ancient 
scriptures specific descriptions are given of various patterns of airflow and their 
relationship to personality states and physiological function.  
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Pranayama Practices: 
 
Please refer to the text, Science of Breath for explanation of these practices. Below are some 
recommendations for beginning students and for teaching. If one is unable to pass air freely 
through the breathing apparatus, the preparatory cleansing practices are recommended. They are: 
 
Jala Neti – nasal wash cleansing practice (kriya).  
Sutra Neti – String Wash is sometimes used but it is usually seen as odd and unsavory to 
westerners. 
 
Practices: 

1. Rhythmic Diaphragmatic Breathing (also called Optimal Breathing) 
 
The five aspects of optimal breathing that should be taught as a baseline for ALL pranayama 
AND asana practices are that the breath should be:  
 

1. Diaphragmatic – initiated, moved primarily and controlled by the diaphragm muscles. 
2. Steady – the action of the diaphragm’s movement should be continuous and steady 

without differences in speed or pause 
3. Even – the in breath and out breath should be the same length 
4. Nasal – the breath should flow through the nostrils whenever possible 
5. Silent – any sound-producing tensions or blockages should be removed as possible. 

 
Postures that assist learning breath awareness and optimal breathing are: 
   
  A. Crocodile Pose/Makarasana 
 
  B. Corpse Pose/Shavasana 
 
2. A sandbag weighing 5 -15 pounds is a tool that can be placed on the mid-back or upper 
abdomen to assist sensory perception and strengthen the diaphragm muscle. A five to ten-minute 
practice is a good amount of time for a beginning student. 
 
3. Nadi Shodhanam (channel purification or alternate nostril breathing) 
 
Classically the timing of the practice is done: 
Evening Practice – begin so that you EXHALE THROUGH THE RIGHT NOSTRIL 
Morning Practice – begin so that you EXHALE THROUGH THE LEFT NOSTRIL. 
However, for general purposes one can determine the more clogged nostril and begin the practice 
by exhaling first through the more clogged side, and continuing from there. This grounds the 
practice in the practitioner’s own current of energetic flow in the moment and can be used 
universally. If someone has a cold or clogged nostril from allergies or environmental irritants 
they should perform the nasal wash/jala neti and see if the clog is eliminated. If not, they should 
skip the practice until the breathing is once again clear. 
 
Introducing the practice: find the more clogged nostril. Exhale through it first, then repeat three 
rounds. Reverse for three breaths, reverse again for three breaths.  
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4. Kapalabhati (skull shine) 
 
This practice is considered a cleansing practice (kriya) and is best introduced slowly to beginning 
students. Students must be able to perform optimal diaphragmatic breathing before being 
introduced to the practice. A good way to introduce it is to begin by exhaling and slowly inhaling 
3 to 5 times. Then rest and see what one notices. Then begin to add a few more repetitions and 
speed. Notice effects. If the practice is copasetic, begin with 25 repetitions that gradually 
increase in speed. This is like a locomotive engine that gradually accelerates. Once students have 
accomplished the 25 repetitions you can add more ‘sets’ of 25 repetitions with a rest period in 
between. As they continue into more advanced practices, they can work toward 75 repetitions at 
one time and beyond. 
 
5. Bhastrika (bellows) 
 
The process for teaching Bhastrika is the same as for Kapalabhati. It is more challenging and 
harder to control; the inhalation is also forced so even more care should be taken, more rest in 
between ‘sets,’ and more time taken to progress to quicker and additional repetitions. 
 
6. Ujjayi (ocean or victorious breath) 
The word ujjayi can be translated to mean, “victory arising from the process of expansion.” The 
glottis is the throat is partially closed which produces a soft ‘sa’ sound on inhalation, and a soft 
‘ha’ sound on exhalation. The abdominals work and can be kept slightly contracted in inhaling as 
well as applying a slight pressure to expel air on exhaling. 
 
Ujjayi can be done alone as a breathing practice to calm the nervous system and to steady the 
mind. It also will strengthen the diaphragm. It is used as well to give auditory feedback to the 
practitioner of the rate, steadiness and volume of flow of the breath. 
 
Ujjayi is also used with asana practice. It should be noted that for many people it is too 
challenging to continue to practice ujjayi breathing throughout an entire yoga class. For 
beginning, elderly and general classes it is suggested to use it sparingly, as an option, or only for 
less strenuous sections of the class work. 
 
 
Bhramari Sitali and Sitkari are less well known and less used but can be of interest to seniors and 
those interested in energetic practices specifically. 
 
7. Bhramari (nasal bee sound on exhale) 
 
This sound is quite odd and should be nasal. The tonality does not matter. It should be done for a 
few minutes (3 or so) for the effect to be noticeable. 
 
8. Sitali – tongue makes a long tube and protrudes slightly outside of lips. 
 
9. Sitkari – tongue rolls side to side across the mouth while teeth clench in front of it.  
 
In both of these practices the result is coolness of the body and soothing of the brain and nervous 
system. The inhale is done through the mouth while the exhale is through the nose as usual. 
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OTHER ADVANCED PRACTICES SHOULD BE LEARNED WITH THE SUPERVISSION 
OF A QUALIFIED TEACHER.  
 
Bandhas (Locks): 
 
1. Jaladhara (chin lock) 
 
2. Uddiyana Bandha (abdominal lift) 
 
3. Mula Bandha (root lock) 
 
Mudras/seals used in pranayama practice: 
 
1. Vishnu Mudra – index and middle fingers folded to palm 
 
2. Jnana Mudra – index finger to thumb pad 
 
In most yogic methods of classical meditation practice, steady posture in which the head, neck 
and truck are lined up with breathing that is controlled and even are essential for maintaining a 
focused and calm mind. Pranayama is an essential preliminary aspect of meditative practice.  
 
Sitting Poses Used for Meditation: 
 
Maitri Asana – The Friendship Pose: Seated with hands on thighs in a chair, feet touching the 
floor. 
 
Sukhasana – The Easy Pose: Sitting cross legged 
 
Svastikasana – The Auspicious Pose: Sitting with legs crossed and feet intertwined but not 
central.  
 
Siddhasana – Accomplished Pose: Sitting with legs crossed and feet intertwined and heels 
central. 
 
Padmasana – The Lotus Pose: Sitting with legs crossed and feet pulled onto the opposite thighs. 
 
Vajrasana – The Thunderbolt Pose: Sitting on shins and heels.  
 
Additional Terms You May Encounter: 
 
The 4 Phases of the Breath:   
Puraka – inhalation 
Antah Kumbaka – retention after inhalation 
Recaka – exhalation 
Bahya Kumbhaka – retention after exhalation 
 
Breath with Movement used in Relation to Vinyasa Practice: 
Brahmana Kriya - moving during inhalation and holding the breath (nourishing) 
Langhana Kriya – moving during exhalation and holding the breath (cleansing) 


